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Edition 12, Friday 9th August, Term 3 2019 

August is an exciting month, with quite a few in-school events happing, including a Book Week celebration, which 

will be a highlight! On Friday 23rd August we are holding a Superhero themed dress-up day at both of our 

campuses, with students encouraged to come dressed as their favourite superhero.  We can’t wait to see what 

creativity is unleashed and we have some really fun programs and activities planned. 

 

Family statements (school fee charges) were sent out last week.  If parents/carers/guardians have any 

questions about the invoices or payment concerns please ring Maria (Admin Office – Dimboola 9302 1244) as 

we can always arrange a payment plan or other options for you. 

 

We have our Term 3 Parent Group Topic Taster session coming up on 27th August, and this session will focus on 

Sensory Play.  Our therapists will talk about the benefits of sensory play, the role it has in learning and 

development of skills as well as great ideas for engaging in sensory play at home.  Please find attached to the 

newsletter an expression of interest form. If you would like to join us for this session, please return the form to 

your child’s teacher. 

 

I would like to give my Principal’s Award for this edition to Yousef and Jamal for 

their wonderful handwriting during a recent classroom literacy session. Yousef 

worked with such focus to develop his letter formation, using visual cues of 

‘green to go’ and ‘red to stop’ to start and end his letters.  Jamal practised 

writing his letters in the correct positions across ‘cat writing lines’ for upper and 

lower case letters. Congratulations to these two young men for working so hard 

and making excellent gains in their handwriting. Well done Jamal and Yousef! 

 

It is with much anticipation that we look towards the upcoming Father’s Day celebrations we have planned at 

BSDS.  Our Secondary students have been busily making a range of speciality Father’s Day gifts to sell at our 

whole school market on Thursday 29th August.  It is always so very rewarding to see our older students hosting 

this event, practising their numeracy and literacy skills as well as their social skills in such an authentic 

experience as well as to see the ‘customers’ at the market beaming with excitement as they make their choices, 

practise money handling and engage in interactions with other students as part of the market exchange. 

 

We also are very much looking forward to hosting our Father’s Day Brunch at our Sorrento Street campus on 

Friday 30th August.  We would love to see lots of fathers and even grandfathers at this event, to celebrate the 

special role they play in the lives of our BSDS students.  We have a delicious menu planned and our trained 

baristas will be on hand to make coffees for our guests.  Please return the Father’s Day Brunch note attached to 

the newsletter to ensure we can cater appropriately.  We hope to see you there! 

 

Susi Wirth  

Principal 
 

DATES TO REMEMBER TERM 3 2019 

DATE EVENT TO REMEMBER 

Friday 23rd August Superhero Dress-Up Day 

Tuesday 27th August Parent Group Topic Taster at Sorrento Street Campus 9.30am to 10.45am 

Thursday 29th August  Father’s Day Markets 

Friday 30th August Father’s Day Brunch 

Friday 20th September Last Day of Term 3 – 2pm Finish 
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BROADMEADOWS SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTAL SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES AT 

THE REVAMP MARKET IN COBURG 
We are delighted and honoured to have been 

invited to set up a market stall at the REVAMP 

Market in Coburg on 7th September.  

 

REVAMP is a sustainable fashion market with 

over 50 stalls of pre-loved and sustainable 

fashion as well as sustainable products and 

brands and we will be selling our                                 

hand-crafted Gift Shop range at our own 

market table.   

 

Three Secondary students, Maddy, Mavis and 

Hayden, have been invited to attend this very 

special whole-day weekend excursion to 

represent the school and to sell our BSDS Gift 

Shop range to the community. We are 

incredibly excited and it will be wonderful to 

see our gifts for sale at such a special market.  
 

We will be selling our handmade soaps, 

candles, tea blends and beeswax wraps.  

 

If you would like to come and support our school and visit a wonderful community based market, we would 

love to see you there! 

 

When: Saturday, September 7th, 10am – 2pm 

Where: Batman Royale 14 Gaffney St, Coburg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have a special birthday coming up, or just want something to spoil yourself, take a look at the price list 

attached to this newsletter and come on in to school to do some shopping with us!  We have had lots of 

positive feedback out the beautiful soaps and our staff often buy lots of gift items to give out to their friends 

and family.  Or why not buy something from our ‘Kids Range’ to make bath times fun! 

Honey and Milk Soap 

 

Vanilla Strawberry Donut 
Bath Fizz 

 

Teacup Candles 

 

Pink Himalayan Salt 
Grapefruit Soap

 

Gingerbread Soap 

 
 

Lemon Verbena and 
Ginger Tea 

Beeswax Wraps 
– limited stock range 

 

Sweet Coconut Soap 
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SCHOOL NEWS AND UPDATES 

FATHER’S DAY MARKETS 
On Thursday 29th August from 9.30am to 11am we are running Father’s Day Market stalls at our Dimboola Road 

and Sorrento Street campuses.  Gifts for sale will be those made by our Secondary students as part of their 

internal Work Experience program and are priced between $5 and $10.  This will be a wonderful opportunity for 

our students to participate in a whole school event, and will provide fantastic experiences for students to practise 

money handling, and greeting and interacting with other BSDS students as part of the program.  Please send in 

money on the day to your child’s teacher if you wish for them to make a purchase at the market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FATHER’S DAY BRUNCH 
Please join us on Friday 30th August from 10am to 11am for a special Father’s Day brunch at our Sorrento Street 

campus.  This will be a wonderful opportunity to meet other fathers, whilst enjoying some delicious brunch treats 

and our brand new coffee cart will be in use, for our trained baristas to make delicious and creamy espresso 

coffee.   

 

The menu will be catered by our Secondary students:  

Toasted English Muffin Sandwiches with Egg and Cheese and Roasted Tomato, Cheese and Tomato 

Croissants, Almond Croissants, Deep Dish Vanilla Custard Tart 

 

To ensure that we can cater appropriately, please return the RSVP slip attached to the newsletter if you are 

interested in attending.  We look forward to treating you to a wonderful Father’s Day celebration. 
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Raw Nut Sweet Snack Mix

 

Gardener’s Hand Scrub

 

$10 each  
 Pancake mix and toppings in gift bag 

$5 each 

$8 each 

$5 each 

$ 6 each 

Dad’s Chocolate 

 

$8 each 

Spicy Snack Mix 

 

Dad’s Stache 

  

Pancake in a Jar  
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A CELEBRATION OF SOME NEW FOOTY FRIENDS 

It is always wonderful to see 

students build relationships with 

peers from other classrooms, 

and particularly when they 

engage in positive interactions 

together in the yard.  Last week 

we saw a fantastic moment of 

footy kicking occur between 

Mavis and Ozan, from two 

different Secondary classrooms.  

Well done Mavis and Ozan for a 

great morning of positive play! 

 

DANIEL TEACHES HIS FRIEND A THING OR TWO! 
Last week, a fantastic moment of peer support occurred in the Middle Years shared kitchen, when Jahmaine 

asked his friend Daniel to help him make porridge because he didn’t know how to.  Daniel showed Jahmaine 

all of the equipment and ingredients he needed to locate from the kitchen and then showed him step-by-step 

how to make a bowl of delicious porridge. Jahmaine listened with so much focus as his friend taught him 

what to do and the interaction and communication between the two students was wonderful. Daniel beamed 

when he was given a Good Friend Award to recognise his efforts. 
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BOOK WEEK CELEBRATIONS 
We know our students are superheros, so 

our Book Week Superhero Dress-Up Day 

is perfect!  Friday 23rd August. 
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TEACHING AND LEARNING PROGRAMS AT BSDS 

 

  
SUPER SCIENCE! 

Room 9 have really enjoyed participating in science experiments this term. Students have planted seeds and 

watered the seeds daily to help them grow. They have created dinosaur eggs and helped the dinosaurs hatch. 

They have also enjoyed making magic milk. Students are looking forward to the many more fun science 

experiments planned for the term. 
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MORE EXCITING TERM 3 PROGRAMS AT SORRENTO STREET  
Two more Year 12 students are now at the Reject Shop in Broadmeadows this term for their Work Experience 

program. Kayla and Joyce started their program last week. At the moment their tasks include unpacking stock, 

tidying stock and facing up stock on the shelves. As the students become more skilled the tasks will vary. 

Participating in our local community has huge benefits for our school as well as for our local community. 

GRADUATION HOODIE PRESENTATION 
Our Year 12 students were presented with their Graduation Hoodies at a wonderful ceremony held at our Senior 

campus. Kayla, Joyce, Steve and Nick were the ceremony comperes for the afternoon, assisting Susi Wirth to 

present each student with their hoodie. 

Entertainment included Evla playing the piano and Maikel performing his ‘Graduation Rap’.  It was a fantastic 

afternoon made even more special with our students being involved with the entertainment and presentation of 

the afternoon. It’s been great to see them wearing their hoodies to school as well!  
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100 DAYS OF PREP! 
A significant milestone was recognised recently – 100 days of 

school for our 2019 Foundation students. To celebrate the 

occasion, a morning tea event was held with all of our 

Foundation classes and their families. Our Early Primary staff 

were thrilled to set up this very special morning that brought 

everyone together to celebrate just how well our Foundation 

students have settled into school life, with their Prep 

Orientation days now seeming like a distant memory!  It was a 

wonderful morning, filled with joy and excitement, as parents 

let their children play with their friends with the fun toys set 

up, and everyone enjoyed a delightful treat made by our Senior 

Catering Team, who hosted the event. Thank you to everyone 

involved in making this day so successful – the feel of the day 

and the community spirit shown was incredibly heart-warming. 
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100 DAYS OF PREP! 
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MIX AND MATCH SCIENCE DISCOVERIES 
In Room 22 and Room 23 this semester, we are 

looking at the topic ‘Mix and Match’. Each week 

we meet together to explore science concepts 

and participate in hands-on experiments where 

we ‘Mix and Match’.  
 

Our favourite experiment so far this term has 

been making ‘Bubble Snakes’, where we followed 

a step-by-step instruction sheet to create huge 

bubble snakes! 
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For more of our baking celebrations visit our Instagram page: 
in_our_bsds_kitchen    
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OUR CAKE CATERING TEAM CONTINUE TO WORK THEIR MAGIC 

During Week 2 and 3 our Secondary Catering Team cooked up a storm in our kitchen by catering for our 100 

Days of Prep celebration and making two birthday cakes, including an Oreo Overload cake for Henry in Room 

23 (Happy Birthday Henry!) and a by-demand Unicorn Cake for a staff member’s daughter’s 16th birthday.  Our 

enthusiastic team of cake bakers and decorators loved the creative projects involved in the fortnight’s catering 

orders – and they were delighted with the results!   
 

The students use specially designed visual recipes and after initial modelling, they complete all steps of the 

decorating. They work with such engagement and concentration and their ability to focus for such extended 

periods of time and show such stamina and motor control, whilst working on their feet, is tremendous.  We are 

delighted with the skills and confidence our team are developing and are so very proud of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

For more of our baking celebrations visit our Instagram page: in_our_bsds_kitchen 
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ROOM 6 LOVE THEIR WINTER TREATS! 
Since the start of the term the students in Room 6 have been making nice warm hot drinks for themselves.  They 

have food options which they can choose from such as zesty oranges or spicy marmalade, silky brown sugar or 

drizzly golden honey.  Students are given small samples of each ingredient and are encouraged to smell, touch 

and taste each piece.  The ingredients are placed in the blender and once our drink is made each student is 

given an option to have a taste. 

 

Michael signing “orange” 

 

Hilal choosing between brown sugar or 

honey by selecting a visual 

 

 

Shazam pouring cocoa powder 

 

Kristian using the visual to make a choice 

 

Issa using a switch to operate the 

blender 

 

Christian sampling the drink 

 

Issa making a choice for his 

favourite sweetener 

 

Michael asking for “more” 

 

Christian squeezing the syrup 
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EXPLODING VOLCANOES! 
Room 20 have loved making papier mache volcanoes in their science lessons over the past three weeks. First, 

we built the volcanoes using newspaper and glue. We then painted them before finally making them explode 

by using vinegar and baking soda! It was so much fun! We have also done lots of fantastic drawing and 

sequencing work about the volcanoes. 
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ENCOURAGING COMMUNICATION AT HOME 
When we help our children learn how to communicate, we want to start by helping them do more of what they’re 

already doing by reinforcing and helping them feel proud about their attempts to communicate. How we as 

adults respond to their attempts can have an impact. Here are some tips for do’s and don’ts for you! 

 

DO’S 

 
 

 

DON’TS 

 

MODEL 

Modelling language shows your child how to 

communicate. Ensure to follow your child’s lead so 

they remain engaged to communicate.  

 

 

ASK FOR LABELS 

Do not repeatedly ask, “What is this?" especially 

when your child already knows the answer! 

EXTEND 

Add words to what your child is saying. Use stress 

and intonation to highlight the words you want your 

child to focus on. If they say "ball", you go "Yes, a 

blue ball". 

 

 

SAY "SAY" 

If you want to model, just say the word and wait 

expectedly. If a child doesn't fill it in, it's ok! But 

avoid saying "Say dog". 

WAIT 

Give your child the opportunity to fill the silence with 

communicating. Use their favourite songs or games! 

Cue your child with facial expression and body 

language, then wait for five to ten seconds! Here are 

some of the ways:  

(1) lean toward them to let them know you’re ready 

to listen  

(2) open your eyes wide with anticipation and lift 

your eyebrows  

(3) smile or nod your head to encourage her  

(4) point to whatever has captured your child’s 

interest.   

QUESTIONS 

Asking a child a question can help her/him take a 

turn. But when questioning puts pressure on your 

child, it can also bring your conversation to a stop.  

Avoid questions that: 

(1) your child doesn’t have time to answer  

(2) test your child’s knowledge  

(3) are too hard for your child to answer  

(4) don’t have anything to do with your child is 

interest in  

(5) answer themselves. 

 

Be sure you are making comments too! 

REPEAT & IMITATE  

This helps validate that you understand your child 

and that you approve of what they’re doing or 

saying.  

 

 

PRESSURE 

Communicating can be hard for many kids. Please 

don’t make it harder by putting a lot of pressure on 

them to talk. We want kids to want to talk! 

RESPOND 

Always respond immediately when your child makes 

attempts to communicate, including words and 

gestures! This shows them how important 

communication is and gives you the opportunity to 

model more sophisticated communication skills.  

GET FRUSTRATED 

It's easy to get frustrated. That's ok, but don't let 

your child see this. We want communication to be 

fun and rewarding! 
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HEAVY WORK 
Heavy work is any type of activity that pushes or pulls against the body. This 

can help to build awareness and balance in a student’s body as they receive 

messages from their muscles and joints to help them locate where each body 

part is in space and what type of work it is doing.  

 

This can be useful in a number of ways as it allows us to use the correct 

amount of force at the right time, such as closing a door or writing on paper. 

If we don’t have this awareness it may make these tasks difficult to complete 

or take double the effort. 

 

Topping up or frequently engaging in heavy work can be a really useful way 

to support students with additional sensory needs but can also be a positive 

tool to allow them to feel happy, calm and ready to engage in their next 

activity. 

 

Examples of heavy work at home; 

- Taking out the trash 

- Pushing a vacuum cleaner 

- Mopping or sweeping 

- Carrying heavy items such as a full 

laundry basket or groceries 

- Cooking (e.g. -  stirring or kneading 

dough) 

- Re-arranging furniture 

 

Examples of heavy work when we are 

outside; 

- Riding a bike or tricycle 

- Playing catch with a heavy ball 

- Swinging on monkey bars 

- Climbing on a playground 

- Jumping on a trampoline 

- Swimming 

 

Examples of heavy work when we are 

inside; 

- Playing Twister 

- Doing yoga 

- Squishing playdough 

- Blowing bubbles 

- Dancing 

- Doing push-ups 
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BSDS LITERACY TIPS 

 HOW DOES I SPY BOOST MEMORY, VISUAL LEARNING AND SUPPORT LITERACY? 
Article content courtesy of https://www.scholastic.com/parents/books-and-reading/raise-a-reader-blog/i-spy-books-benefits.html 

& https://www.scholastic.com/parents/books-and-reading/raise-a-reader-blog/literacy-lessons-in-look-and-find-books.html 
 

There's a good reason why the I SPY series has been around for over two 

decades — children can't get enough of the colourful riddle books! Not only 

do children adore the dozens of titles from I SPY Treasure Hunt to I SPY 

Mystery, but so do teachers. They're a fun and playful way to build memory 

and learning skills without children even realising it. Take a look at these 

reasons why you should use them with your children at home too: 

 

 Builds Working Memory - Having a good working memory helps children 

perform and learn new tasks. Memory is kind of like a muscle: we need 

to strengthen it with regular repetition and practise.  There are many 

ways to improve working memory such as assigning multi-step tasks to 

complete, e.g. - “Go to your room, pick up all your dirty clothes, and put 

them in the laundry.”  

 

Using I SPY books also helps strengthen working memory. In I SPY, your child searches the image for 

different objects. A fun rhyming text lists the items you need to find in the picture. Your child will build their 

working memory by remembering the list of items they need to find. 

 

 Enhances Visual Discrimination - One of the best uses of I SPY books is for teaching children about visual 

discrimination. The ability to recognise visual details in a picture helps children to later discriminate between 

the shapes of different letters — a fundamental reading skill. We all know how similar certain letters can 

look, especially b, d, p, and q. Asking children to develop an eye for details in pictures enhances their skills 

in recognising letters printed in unfamiliar fonts, for example. 

 

 Entices Reluctant Readers - With simple text and an engaging game element, I SPY is a fun way to convince 

reluctant or struggling readers to spend time with a book series. Children who aren’t reading on their own 

yet also benefit from working their memory and observational skills.  

 

LITERACY LESSONS HIDDEN IN I SPY LOOK-AND-FIND BOOKS 
Look-and-find books are fantastic because they actually promote these three important literacy-building skills 

for your child: 

 Vocabulary - Look-and-find books can help to engage your young learner to spot objects across a broad 

range of themes — from dinosaurs to division signs and octagons to otters — making the books a terrific tool 

for growing your child’s ever-expanding vocabulary word bank.  

 

 Rhyme - The ability to identify and form pairs of rhyming words is an important component of phonological 

awareness — that is, the process of learning to identify and orally manipulate parts of language. The simple 

rhymes used to provide the hunting clues in look-and-find books are great for helping your child hear and 

identify rhyming words. You can even practise at bath time with these rhyming songs and stories. 

 

 Rhythm - Did you know that the rhymes featured in the I SPY books all follow the same rhythm as the Old 

Mother Hubbard nursery rhyme? Hearing words spoken in rhythm is believed to be important to your                       

pre- and beginning reader’s ability to hear syllables within words. Hearing syllables helps your child learn to 

identify the different sounds when sounding out words as beginning spellers, and to chunk sounds together 

as they sound out words when reading. 

 

With an interactive style that makes them a hit with kids and such fabulous potential for learning,                           

look-and-find books make a fabulous addition to your bookshelf.   So grab a few I SPY books and let your 

children have fun. Behind the scenes, you'll know that their learning and memory skills are getting a powerful 

boost. 
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BSDS TAKE HOME TIPS 

 HANDWRITING 
Article content courtesy of: https://ilslearningcorner.com/2016-09-handwriting-development-when-handwriting-milestones-arent-

developed-the-write-way-brain-building-activity-suffers/ 
 

When you sit down to write a shopping list or a thank you card, you may not realise it, but you are in the process 

of one of the most complex behaviours that a human being can perform. The handwriting process is a very 

complicated and intricate one, combining multiple brain centres and skills.  
 

Handwriting Development Increases Neural Activity in the Brain - Scientifically, handwriting has an amazing 

effect on a child’s brain. In a study, researchers used an MRI machine and looked at the act of writing with a 

pencil. When children’s brains were looked at with an MRI, researchers found through a series of tests that the 

children who had practised printing letters showed higher neural activity than those who simply looked at the 

letters and did other letter learning tasks. 
 

The practise of handwriting can help with the learning of letters, understanding letter sounds, learning shapes, 

and it also improves idea expression and helps with fine motor skills. When neural activity is high, learning 

becomes faster and more efficient. Handwriting development requires input from a different language centre 

than the speech process. Both, however, are located in the left hemisphere of the brain. 
 

For the handwriting process to become fluent, a certain level of unconscious skill must be present. This means 

there must be a consistent exposure to fine motor skills and handwriting symbols, letters, numbers and words 

and in lots of creative ways. Why is this important? The part of the brain that reaches all the way to your child’s 

fingertips does not fully develop until around the age of 10. When the child’s handwriting skills start to become 

automatic (for example, knowing the movements to shape an “e”), the child begins to be mature with their 

handwriting development. When this occurs, the oxygen and energy is freed up from thinking about fine motor 

movements and visual recognition to creative writing thinking and story development. 
 

Handwriting Improves Memory – Our society now is trending towards taking notes on a laptop. What if taking 

notes by hand actually increased memory function? Many researchers and educators believe that taking notes 

by hand has a longer-lasting effect on memory than typing the information. When writing something down, the 

relationship between your child’s sensory-motor skills and visual recognition signals in the brain seem to create 

a better recall pathway to our storage centre. The movements involved in handwriting development leave a 

motor memory in the sensorimotor part of the brain, which then helps the child to recognise letters, words and 

meanings, and thereby establishes a connection between reading, writing and recalling. 
 

Handwriting Development is Linked to Reading - Handwriting promotes a child’s visual memory. Poor visual 

memory is one of the most common reasons students experience difficulty when reading. When a child writes a 

word consistently (along with seeing it), it boosts their visual memory and word bank. Difficulty with visual 

memory makes reading, comprehension and spelling very challenging.  Mastering handwriting, knowing how the 

word feels when it is written, will help your child recognise letters and words quickly, supporting their reading. 
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BSDS TAKE HOME TIPS 

 WAYS TO ENCOURAGE CREATIVITY THROUGH PLAY 
Article content courtesy of: http://www.creativechild.com/articles/view/5-ways-to-encourage-creativity-through-play/1#page_title  

& https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/parent-child/how-to-encourage-free-play.html & 

https://www.kathyeugster.com/articles/article007.htm 
 

 

Imaginative and creative play is a natural way for children to learn about 

the world and involves the whole body. Children manipulate and touch 

various play materials. They express themselves through play both verbally 

and non-verbally. They use all of their muscles and senses to move around. 

Actively using their large and small muscles as well as their different senses 

in play helps children develop healthy, strong, and complete neurological 

connections in their brains. 

  

Free, unstructured play happens when your child isn’t following any rules or 

guidelines, like when they are busy building forts, pretending to be a 

superhero, or finger-painting. It cultivates independence, imagination, 

creativity, and problem-solving skills. Free play also works wonders on 

stress – research has shown that play is a natural means of building 

resiliency. Neuroscientists say that play is fundamental to every kind of 

learning, and it even physically shapes the brain. The more playful an 

animal is, scientists point out, the bigger its brain is. 

 

Children play imaginatively and creatively in various different ways based on many factors such as age, play 

environment, toys provided, etc. Children can engage in imaginative and creative play by themselves or with 

others. 

 

Unstructured play is a serious brain booster for growing minds. Try these ideas and watch your kids soar: 

 Provide Free, Unstructured, Child-Directed Play On A Regular Basis - Directed play, 

such as sports, isn't nearly as beneficial as when adults step back and let children 

take the lead. Allowing outdoor play as much as possible with other children will 

help them learn social, cognitive, creative, and physical skills that will be highly 

beneficial throughout their lives. 

 

 Make Creative Spaces In Your Home - An art corner, a reading or writing nook and 

a block station are a few ideas that will invite your child to be freely creative. 

 

 Set Up Play Invitations - Invitations to play can be as simple or elaborate as you want 

to make them, but the trick is to invite your child to engage in the activity. Allow your 

child to explore the materials freely and to create without adult direction. An 

example of a play invitation is play dough, googly eyes, craft sticks, pipe cleaners 

and gems laid out attractively for easy access.  

 

 Encourage Safe Exploration And Provide A Myriad Of Objects And Places 

To Explore - All of which engage all of your child's senses. Allow them to 

take reasonable risks and make discoveries. Say "yes" more. Invite 

children to dance in the rain, jump in puddles, play in the mud, and paint 

with their hands. The mess is worth the benefits. 

 

 Dramatic Play Lets Children Express Their Feelings - This often occurs 

naturally as children imitate adults, animals, and things around them. 

This helps them understand their world and how to deal with situations 

and problems. Stimulate their natural need for dramatic play with 

costumes and simple props. 

 

If you want more ideas on ways to engage your child in play at home, please 

don’t hesitate to ask your child’s teacher at school. 

 

http://www.creativechild.com/articles/view/5-ways-to-encourage-creativity-through-play/1#page_title
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/parent-child/how-to-encourage-free-play.html


\  
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Learning Beyond Words 

BSDS LITERACY TIPS 

 BUILD YOUR CHILD’S VOCABULARY DURING PLAY 
Article content courtesy of: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/ww_vocabulary.pdf  & 

http://www.playingwithwords365.com/the-importance-of-play-for-speech-and-language-development/ 

 
Play provides an ideal context for children’s vocabulary development. 

As children engage with objects, they talk to themselves and to others, 

developing and refining their understanding of what the objects are, 

how they can be used, and how they relate to other familiar concepts. 

 

In this way, they construct meanings of words in their talk during play 

activities. Children can try out the words and, by observing how others 

respond, either confirm or revise their understandings of the words’ 

meanings.    

 

They also encounter new vocabulary and ways of using it when engaged 

in play activities with others. In the process, children create more 

nuanced understandings of the vocabulary and become more 

confident in using those words in multiple contexts. 

 

Even when your child is playing silently, they are learning important information that they will carry with them 

and use later. And this starts the day they are born!  Those little finger plays and games of peek-a-boo really 

do help your child learn . As they grow and develop, they begin to learn more and more complex ideas through 

play. Here are 5 ways children learn speech and language through play, from infancy on. 

 

They Watch - Your children watch others’ actions. This starts as soon as they are born. They start watching your 

face first, taking in your expressions. As they get older, they watch more and more of our actions - they will 

watch your play, their siblings play, and other children’s play and learn.  

 

They Listen - While they are watching us, children are also listening to us as well. Again, this starts the day they 

are born. They listen to all the sounds we make, the words we say and the sentences we form. In the beginning, 

they won’t mean anything but soon all these words will begin to make sense to them. They will be listening to 

you play with them, siblings and peers and may begin to imitate those words. 

 

They Explore - Here is where play really gets important. Your child will begin to explore. They explore the things 

around them and manipulate them. They “play” with them. As your child does this, you are sitting with them 

and you are playing and talking  with them. They are watching you and listening to you . When you put 

the block on the tower and say “Look at my block!” your child is learning the word for “block”. When you place 

the block in the basket and say “Let’s put the blocks away!” your child is learning the word for “away”. They are 

also watching you do these actions and taking note so they can try them too .  

 

This exploring and playing goes on through childhood, both while you are playing with them and while they are 

playing with peers, siblings and even during solitary play. 

 

They Imitate - All this watching and listening is going to start to pay off.  Your child starts to imitate your actions 

and the sounds they hear around them. Though you may not realise it, the gross motor imitation your little one 

starts doing in the form of clapping, waving, moving is actually a pre-language skill! Yes! Believe it or 

not early gross motor imitation is a precursor to l anguage!  All those times that you are sitting with 

your child, narrating your actions and their own…this is teaching your child language.   

 

They Create/Formulate and Use Language for Purpose - Now your child is going to put it all together. All those 

skills they have been working on…all that watching, listening, exploring and imitating is going to help 

your child begin to create and formulate their own words and sentences. Then, they will be using this language 

for purpose.  
 

They will use these new words to communicate their needs and wants and share information. They will use this 

new language in play with you, siblings and peers and even in solitary play.  

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/ww_vocabulary.pdf
http://www.playingwithwords365.com/the-importance-of-play-for-speech-and-language-development/
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BSDS TAKE HOME TIPS 
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KEY WORD SIGN TIPS –LET’S PLAY! 
Play time with your child is the perfect opportunity to practise using Key Word Sign.  You can naturally include 

key signs as you chat with your child in play or as you narrate play scenes.  Using a few KWS in your play is a 

lovely way to build up your own confidence whilst also building sign language in your and your child’s daily life 

– making it a natural inclusion in the way you engage and communicate with your child to support their 

understanding. So the next time you sit down to play, pick a few KWS and have a go at using them as you play.  
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TEEN ONLY SESSIONS AT WE ROCK THE SPECTRUM! 
We Rock the Spectrum is committed to providing a safe, nurturing, and fun environment to foster learning, 

exploration and safe sensory experiences. We are also a hub for fully inclusive classes, therapy groups and 

parent/carer activities, to support families with children of all abilities. 

 

We Rock the Spectrum provides children with a fun and motivational environment to help them in the areas 

of strength, movement, sensory processing, communication, positive behaviour, social interactions, and 

self-care skills. Our unique equipment assists all children in their neurological growth and development. 

Our equipment, activities, programs, retail store “The Rock Shop” and expert staff make our gym a wonderful 

place for children to regulate, develop skills and have fun! We Rock the Spectrum Australia is a registered 

provider with the NDIS.  

 

Families can use their NDIS funding for our Open Play sessions, We Rock Care sessions and therapy classes. 

Part of an incredible international concept, We Rock the Spectrum is an amazing example of how we can 

help all children grow, develop and feel connected by providing an inclusive environment for play. 

Older kids are welcome to come and hang out in our gym to enjoy the sensory beneficial equipment, connect 

with our specially trained coaches and each other, move their bodies and have some fun!  BYO snack or 

dinner and drink. 

 

Saturday 14th September 

5.30pm - 7.30pm 

$16, Sibling $14 (Carer on Site) 

Drop Off Options: 1:4 Support $45, 1:1 Support $90 

12 – 18 year olds, All Abilities 
 

Bookings are essential as numbers at the sessions will run with a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 20 

teens.  

 

We Rock the Spectrum is NDIS Registered.    These sessions can be funded under Increased Social & 

Community Participation, Improved Relationships, Assistance with Social & Community Participation and/or 

Improved Daily Living Skills. 

 

Book via the We Rock the Spectrum App or call to book at Ph. 9042 3115 



 

  

We are proud and excited to have some of our students participating 

in the 2019 Victorian State Schools Spectacular: Made of Stars  
 

The Spectacular brings together government school communities from 

across Victoria. Fittingly, this year’s theme, Made of Stars, will feature 

a galaxy of out-of-this-world performances showing that these 

students are made of star stuff.  

 

The three-hour live show – involving music, dance, skateboarding and 

circus arts – will be performed to an audience of around 12,000 

people at Melbourne Arena on Saturday 14 September over two shows 

at 1pm and 6:30pm. 

 

Talented Victorian students will feature on stage, while many other 

students will work behind the scenes, gaining unique, on-the-job, 

professional experience.  

 

The Spectacular is a creative vision of industry professionals including 

Creative Director Neill Gladwin, Musical Director Chong Lim AM, Dance 

Director Deon Nuku, (Scooby Doo, Happy Feet, Moulin Rouge) and 

Associate Dance Director Yvette Lee, (Dancing with the Stars, X-Factor 

Australia, Australia’s Got Talent and So You Think You Can Dance). 

 

For a fun, family entertainment experience, and to cheer on our 

students from the audience, be quick to secure tickets when they go 

on sale at 9am Wednesday 12 June via 

www.ticketek.com.au/spectacular 
 

Adult:                            $40 

Child Under 15:           $20 

Concession:                 $30 
 

Buy 10 tickets and get one adult ticket free (the 11th ticket is free) by 

calling Group Bookings on 1300 364 001. 
 
 



  

CONFUSED ABOUT THE NDIS? FREE, ONE-ON-ONE NDIS 

SESSIONS 
Unsure about what the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) means for you, how to 

access it, how to prepare for your planning meeting, or what to do when you get your NDIS 

plan? 

 

Yooralla hold free, one-on-one NDIS discussions to help people with disability and their carers 

to understand the NDIS, no matter what stage of the NDIS journey they are in. 

 

We can explain how the NDIS works, how to access it, how to prepare for your NDIS planning 

meeting, and if you have your plan how to make the most of it - all in easy to understand 

language. 

 

This is not a group session. This means that you can discuss your personal circumstances 

and needs in private - and have your questions answered. 

 

Broadmeadows 

Thursday 29th August 
 

Location:  

Yooralla  

61 Riggall Street  

Broadmeadows, VIC 3047   

(entrance via 60 Belfast St) 
 

Book here! https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/free-one-on-one-ndis-discussions-in-

broadmeadows-tickets-65503993207?aff=BroadmeadowAugust2019 

 

Available sessions: 6 sessions per day 

 

Length of session: 45min 

 

“The one to one session was really beneficial because … I was able to ask questions about our 

son’s needs with a person who was very knowledgeable in the area and took the time to listen 

and respond.” Heather from Manningham 

 

 

Need an alternative date? 

To find one-on-one discussions on alternative dates or different locations, please visit the Yooralla 

website. 

 

If these dates and locations don’t suit you, please contact Yooralla’s Community Engagement 

team to organise another time, on 03 9666 4500 or ndis.infohub@yooralla.com.au 
 

 

 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/free-one-on-one-ndis-discussions-in-broadmeadows-tickets-65503993207?aff=BroadmeadowAugust2019
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/free-one-on-one-ndis-discussions-in-broadmeadows-tickets-65503993207?aff=BroadmeadowAugust2019
mailto:ndis.infohub@yooralla.com.au


  



 

  



 

ITEM COLOUR PRICE SIZE 4 SIZE 6 SIZE 8 SIZE 10 SIZE 12 SIZE 14 SIZE 16 TOTAL 

Polo Shirt Short Sleeve Maroon $18.00         

Polo Shirt Long Sleeve Maroon $21.00         

Bomber Jacket Navy/sky $36.00         

Windcheater Maroon $25.00         

Polo Collar Windcheater Navy $24.00         

Polo Fleeced Vest Navy $23.00         

Skort Navy $18.00         

Shorts Rugby Navy $12.00         

Trackpants Reinforced Navy $18.00         

Summer Dress Navy $33.00         

Winter Tunic Navy $47.00         

Parka Lightweight Navy $30.00         

Hat – Bucket style Navy 8.00         

ITEM COLOUR PRICE SIZE 18 SIZE 20 SIZE 22 SIZE 24    TOTAL 

Polo Shirt Short Sleeve Maroon $22.00         

Polo Shirt Long Sleeve Maroon $25.00         

Skort Navy 24.00         

Windcheater Maroon $28.00         

Winter Tunic Navy $47.00         

Summer Dress Navy $33.00         

Shorts Rugby Navy $22.00         

Trackpants  Reinforced Navy $27.00         

Hat – Bucket style Navy 8.00         

Bomber Jacket Navy 43.00         

TOTAL  

 

Name of student: ___________________________ Class: _________________________________ 

Date of order:  ___________________________ Payment Method:  Cash                Card  

Credit Card Details:   ___________________________ Expiry Date:  ____________________ 

http://www.broadmeadowssds.vic.edu.au/index-01.html


 

NDIS Plans 

 

All students at BSDS are able to access the NDIS (as long as the student is a permanent resident or 

citizen of Australia).   

In order to help families access the best supports in their NDIS plan, please fill out the following 

details and return to your child’s teacher.  Alternatively you can bring in your plan and we can take 

a copy. 

Student Name: _______________________________    Class: ____________________ 

 

 

 

NDIS Number: ______________________ 

NDIS plan start date: _________________ 

NDIS plan review date: _______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of Local Area Co-ordinator (LAC): _________________________________________ 

Contact details of Local Area Co-ordinator: ______________________________________ 

I,_____________________________________ (parent/carer name) give permission for Broadmeadows SDS 

to contact NDIS and/or support co-ordinator and to exchange information with all services to support my 

child ____________________________ (child’s name) 

 

Parent/Carer Signature: ________________________________    Date: ____________________ 

  

Do you have a Support Co-ordinator?  Yes___  No___ 

Name of Support Co-ordinator: ________________________________________________ 

Organisation of Support Co-ordinator: __________________________________________ 

Email address: _____________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: ____________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

 

  

Broadmeadows SDS Gift Shop Price List 2019  

 

$5 each 

 

$ 5 each or $15 carton 6 

 

$5 each 

 

$10 each  

$8 each 

$5 each 

Honey and Milk Soap 

 

Lego Soap 

 

 

‘Piece of Cake’ Soap

 

Essential Oil Bath Fizz 

 

 Chai Latte Mix   

   

  

Vanilla Strawberry Donut 
Bath Fizz 

 

Teacup Candles 
** NEW – limited stock range 

 

Popsicle Bath Fizz 

 

Pink Himalayan Salt 
Grapefruit Soap

 

Latte Soap Cup  
 

 

Gingerbread Soap 

 
 

Candle in a Jar 

 

Pet Treat Snacks 

 

Lemon Verbena and 
Ginger Tea 

Beeswax Wraps 
– limited stock range 

 

Sweet Coconut Soap 

 

$6 each 

$ 8 each 

 

$4 each  
 

$6 each  

$8 each  
 

$8 each    $8 each    

$5 each 

 

$10 large/ $5 small 

$4 pack  -4 Lego Men 
       -3 bricks 

 



 

 

 

  

Broadmeadows SDS Gift Shop SALE stock!  

Last batch items on sale! Limited Stock. 

$4 each $5 each 

$ 5 each 

Lemon and Oatmeal 
‘Worker’s’  Soap Scrub 

 

 Citronella Candles 

 

Vintage Puzzle Magnets

 

 

 

Cranberry and Orange 
Tea 

  
 

Home Made Chocolate 

 

 

Bath Salts 

 
 

Honey Bubble Bath 

 
 

      Essential Oil Spray 

 

$ 4 each  $5 each 

 

$4 each $ 4 each $8 each  
 

Broadmeadows 
SDS Gift Shop 

All gifts have been handmade and 
packaged by 

Secondary students from 
Broadmeadows Special Developmental 

School 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Father’s Day Brunch 

 

Please join us on Friday 30th August from 10am to 11am for a special 

Father’s Day brunch at our Sorrento Street campus. 

 

This will be a wonderful opportunity to meet other fathers, whilst 

enjoying some delicious brunch treats as well as a selection of 

refreshing drinks, espresso coffee made by our trained baristas. 

 

The menu will be catered by our Secondary students:  
Toasted English Muffin Sandwiches with Egg and Cheese and Roasted Tomato 

Cheese and Tomato Croissants 

Almond Croissants 

 Deep Dish Vanilla Custard Tart 

 

To ensure that we can cater appropriately, please return this RSVP slip 

if you are interest in attending.  We look forward to treating you to a 

wonderful Father’s Day celebration. 

 

 

I am interested in attending the brunch on Friday 30th August at the 

Secondary Campus at 30-40 Sorrento St. 

 
 

Name________________________________  
 

 

Child’s Class__________________ 

 



 

  

BSDS PARENT GROUP TOPIC TASTERS 
We will be holding our Term 3 Parent Group Topic Tasters session at our Sorrento Street 

Secondary campus. 

 

When: Term 3 Tuesday 27th August, Week 7 

 

Time: 9.30am to 10.45am 

 

Where: Sorrento St From Little Things…Pop-Up Shop 

 
 

Presentation topics will run from 9.45am to 10.45am, 

giving parents a chance to order coffee before settling 

in to listen to a short information session. 

 

The session will focus on 

‘Sensory Play at Home’ 
 

     

 

 

It will be presented by the BSDS therapy team and will provide practical and simple ideas for 

ways to help engage your child at home in sensory play, for a wide range of ages and abilities.     

 
Please cut off and return the slip below to your child’s teacher.  We hope to see you there! 
 

 

**************************************************************************** 

 

 

 

Yes! I will be attending the Topic Tasters Parent Support 

Group session on Tuesday 27th August at Sorrento Street. 
 

 

Name: ____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Child’s Name and Class: ______________________________ 



 

Under the Sea 
With 3 sea creature candles 

Broadmeadows SDS Cake Catering 2019 
We would love to create a wonderful cake for your special celebration – whether it be a birthday at home, at 
school at BSDS or perhaps even at a pre-school or primary/high school for another child in the family.  All cakes 
are made with a delicious vanilla cake recipe and are baked and decorated by the BSDS Secondary Catering Team.  
Should you wish to order a cake please provide at least one week’s notice by returning this order form to your 
child’s teacher, complete with payment and the date you would need it by and a contact number so we can call 
you to confirm pick up (for a party at another venue) or delivery on the day to your child’s classroom for an at 
school party.  We look forward to providing you with a beautiful cake! 
 
 

Child’s name:                                                                          Room number:________________________ 
 

Parent name and contact number: ____________________________________________________ 
 

Date the cake is required by: _________________________________________________________ 
 

(please allow at least one week’s notice for preparation and please pick up the day before if for off-site party) 
 

Proposed collection (please circle):  Pick up from BSDS       or       Deliver to my child’s classroom for a party at BSDS 

Lollipop Love 
With 3 heart shaped candles 

Barbie Unicorn Magic 
With 1 unicorn candle 

Fairy Bread Cake Gravity Defying 
 M&Ms 

Oreo Overload 

Lego Tower Outer Space Spiderman  

Wild Animals On the Farm 

$30 $30 

$30 

$32 

$25 

$30 

$30 

$22 

$25 $25 

$28 

Quantity: Quantity: 

Quantity: Quantity: 
Quantity: 

Quantity: 
Quantity: 

Quantity: 

Quantity: 
Quantity: 

Quantity: 

Quantity: 

$28 


